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About our company

There is a lot that is being said about blockchain but not much done. We are here to change that.

Codezeros is the only emerging tech company that pioneers complete blockchain based solutions.

Our vision is to be at the forefront of the next technological revolution.
In blockchain, we trust

Blockchain is not transformation. It is updation. It is a technology that will change the way we trust. This technology is like a moderately grown tree that sprouted from an unplanned seed called bitcoin. For this tree to grow, it needs good farmers - blockchain engineers and developers, nutrients like good design, and use of the latest technology.
If you search the internet right now for blockchain services, you would get a few scattered links pertaining to randomly jargonated blogs.

We regularly define our scope of work and given the industry we are in, our engineers strive to update our tech stack. They are proactive enough to update our sales and marketing teams as well.

STO: Security Token Offering
DLT: Distributed Ledger Technology
Eco Tek 360 is organizing a subsidiary to start a Blockchain based fiber exchange platform for the international fiber trading market. Platform envisions the tracking of fiber provenance through all levels of the supply chain, aggregating invaluable data in the process.
Maritime is a blockchain based application that works on the shipment system. The main objective of the application is to streamline end-to-end services, from Terminal to Barge and Vessel using blockchain as a connecting platform. It monitors the loading and bunkering process.
Creating a blockchain from scratch. We are creating our own consensus protocol. This blockchain will have various use cases included DIM (Decentralised Identity Management), Multicurrency development, Smart contract development and support and decentralised exchange.
The Coolest Sales Platform

With The Fridge, we ensure that liquidity is given the Deep Freeze, that investors have Fresher investments, and it’s only your gains that set ‘temperatures rising!’
An IDO platform built on BSC that adds liquidity on pancakeswap.

TheFridge.Finance provides a safe and easy platform to launch any token via PreSale. The contracts will handle the liquidity locking. The platform also has a pool functionality which allows users providing liquidity on pancake swap to use their FRIDGE-BNB FLP tokens to earn more rewards.
We provide transparency, information, and analytics for all the cryptocurrencies.

-WHITEPAPER-
-PITCH DECK-
Omnia Markets is a data analytics platform powered via blockchain.

A data analytics platform on blockchain technology allowing the client to record and store data in a safe, secure, and transparent setting. This ensures that the users get the most recent and reliable information.
A bespoke solution on Binance Smart Chain that provides the user multiple functionalities including swap, exchange, liquidity pools and IDO launchpad.

Donutswap is built similar to pancakeswap providing users with a portal to add liquidity to existing pools and earn interest.
The Polkadot Index:

The Polkadot Index is made up of 10 projects within the ecosystem.
A derivative coin built with elastic supply which is based on an index of 10 high potential polkadot coins that reflects the market performance of its primary asset i.e Polkadot.

Codezeros developed the complete solution from scratch including the design, development and smart contracts. We created an one of a kind derivative token which was based on elastic supply protocol.
Qabu is a blockchain based bitcoin management and investment system, where users will deposit X no. of Bitcoin in the Cocoon wallet management system and they will earn X % of dividend after a certain time limit.

We have connected the BTC mining subscription with user's Qabu wallet from where users are earning based on the Gigahash they purchased.
How much do you want to stake?

Stake 140 BUND

A piece of description for the next step goes here.
A platform created for users to use their crypto prediction knowledge to earn APY.

In this platform, we developed the prediction pools, liquidity pools, as well as the NFT marketplace. Our team was involved in the complete solution.
Decentralised portal for automated liquidity provision

A DEX (Decentralised Exchange) created to provide fast swapping for tokens which is based on Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain with crosschain swapping functionality.
QUISQUE TEMPUS ODIO PHARE PRETURUM PHARETRA.

ADQUIERENDO
QUISQUE TEMPUS ODIO PHARE PRETURUM PHARETRA.

Call to action
A platform which provides the user to invest in digitised gold. Using ERC1400 security token standard to create a transparent and secure solution.

Codezeros created the portal as well as drafted the smart contracts for this project. Involved in creating the complete solution.
reBaked is a service marketplace where users can connect with other individuals and communities to collaborate on projects.

Codezeros was involved in the scope documentation, design, and development of the frontend, backend and the smart contracts of the project.

This project gives the chances to users and communities to build digital goods with the help of other users and communities.
Ultrices lorem fend lacus lorem eleifend.


LaunchApp
DeFi based lottery bond portal

An innovative yield generative DeFi platform conceptualised on one of the oldest and most popular financial instrument: lottery bonds.
Cryptex is a trading platform that facilitates cryptocurrency exchange with TrueUSD pairings with other cryptocurrencies.

Cryptex offers TrueUSD based trading - the first verified asset-backed stablecoin that gives 1:1 parity with USD. It has features such as multiple currency wallet, spot trading, DDoS protection, lower transaction fees, 24x7 support, ultra-high performance, cold-storage multi signature wallets and advanced charting library to enable tracking of funds at all times.
Management

Deep Shah, Director
Deep is an entrepreneur and business tech consultant. He has started four successful businesses (and few unsuccessful ones) over the past fourteen years and has worked closely with various businesses on the Fortune 500 list.

Nainesh Pandya, Director
Having a principal focus on sales, client management, marketing and business development, Nainesh has been an integral part of the team for generating new business and harnessing opportunities overseas.

Ayush Kanodia, Director
A goal oriented person with impeccable team management skills. With astute development skills and a sharp business acumen, Ayush always gets the work done.
Ravi Patel, Director

Ravi has Human Resources experience directly working with small to mid-sized companies. He is working to build programs that support strategic HR initiatives and facilitate our company's objectives.

Nikhil Patel, Director

Nikhil is a technology expert in identifying innovative and emerging technology project opportunities. He is responsible for executing proof of concepts and building business cases for emerging technology solutions.
24*7 power
CCTV surveillance
Scalable network architecture
Disaster recovery systems
Subversioning for devs to maintain source codes
AWS cluster servers
IBM storage
Advanced firewall protection
10,000 sq ft workspace